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“You may be the strongest one there is, 
Greenie, but body odor isn’t everything!” 
—Thing

This attack can’t be blocked from 
the deck.

Overpower

Introduction
Spider-Man flings his webs! Iron Man fires his Repulsor Rays! Thor 
throws his magical hammer! 
Welcome to the Marvel Super Hero Squad Card Game! In this two-
player game, you’ll use your own deck of awesome Marvel super heroes 
to battle your opponent. Build the ultimate deck and prove you’ve got 
the best Super Hero Squad of all! Learn more about the game at 
www.upperdeck.com! Play the card game for free at www.heroup.com!
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How to Play
The Marvel Super Hero Squad Card Game is an action-packed battle 
between two players. Each player makes a deck of 40 cards from 
their collection. Each player takes turns playing awesome attacks to 
knock cards off of the other player’s deck. When your opponent runs 
out of cards in their hand and their deck, you win! 

Starting the Game
Each player shuffles their own deck and draws a starting hand of 4 
cards. Flip a coin to see who goes first.

Power
The “power” is a number that starts at 1 and goes up during the game. 
The higher the power gets, the more powerful attacks you can play. 
When the power is 1, you can only play an attack of level 1. When the 
power is 2, you can play an attack of level 1 or level 2. When the power 
is 3, you can play any attack of level 3 or less. And so on. Both players 
share the same power number. 

On Your Turn
On your turn, you flip a coin, draw a card, and play an attack. Here’s how 
it works:
1. POWER UP: Flip a coin. If it’s heads, the game’s power goes up by 1. 
  • (On the first player’s very first turn of the game, don’t flip 
   the coin.)
2. DRAW: Draw one card from your deck.
3. ATTACK: You can play one card from your hand. The card you play 
is called an “attack.” Remember: if the game’s power is 4, you can play 
any attack of level 4 or less.
4. BLOCK: The other player can block by discarding any card with 
a blocking icon matching the color of your attack. If they block, the 
attack is canceled and doesn’t do anything else.
  • For example: If you attack with a green ‘Strength Factor’ 
card, your opponent can block by discarding any card with a green 
‘Strength’ blocking icon. 
5. DAMAGE: If your attack was not blocked, look at its attack 
number. That’s how many cards your attack will discard from your 
opponent’s deck, one at a time.
  • But watch out! If any card discarded from that deck has a   
  blocking icon that matches  
  the color of your attack, then  
  your attack will stop doing any  
  more damage.
  • For example: You play a red  
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   “Animal Factor” attack with attack value 8. Your opponent starts 
   flipping cards from his deck into his discard pile, one at a time.  
   Say the second card they flip has a red “Animal” block. Then  
   your attack stops there and did 2 damage.
6. SPECIAL ABILITY: Some attacks have a special ability with 
a number in front of it (like “ 2  Draw a card.”). You follow 
those instructions only if you did at least that much damage with 
that attack. 
  • The amount of damage your attack did is the total number of  
   cards that your opponent had to discard. If your opponent  
   discarded a card to block from their hand, your attack did 1  
   damage. If your opponent hit a matching block on their third 
   flip from the deck, your attack did 3 damage.
7. DISCARD YOUR ATTACK: Now that you have finished with your 
attack, discard it.

Winning the Game
You win at the end of any turn when your opponent is completely out 
of cards, both in their hand and in their deck. If your deck is empty, 
but you still have cards in your hand, then you still have a fighting 
chance to win! If both players run out of cards on the same turn, then 
the winner is the player whose turn it is. So you can sometimes win by 
playing your very last card to knock out your opponent’s last cards!

Running out of Cards in Your Deck
When a player runs out of cards in their deck, they have to take 
the rest of the damage by discarding cards from their hand. If a 
matching blocking icon is ever discarded from the hand, the damage 
stops.
 • Note: If a player has no cards in their deck, and is supposed to  
  draw a card, they skip that draw and continue as normal.

Keepers
Some cards have a special ability that 
says “ 2  Keeper” This means that 
if you do at least 2 damage with this 
attack, then you can put this card 
into play as a “Keeper” that helps you 
throughout the game. The rest of the 
card tells you what the card does once 
it becomes a Keeper.
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Damage from Keepers
If a Keeper says that it “hits for 2,” that means that the keeper 
will try to do up to 2 damage to your opponent. Your opponent can 
block damage from a Keeper just like damage from an attack. That 
means your opponent could discard a matching blocking icon from 
their hand to block the attack. Or your opponent could try to flip a 
matching blocking icon from their deck to stop the keeper from doing 
any more damage.

Misfire
Keepers have a special weakness called 
“misfire.” If a Keeper does damage and 
the very first point of that damage is 
blocked, then the Keeper immediately 
“misfires” and is destroyed. Destroyed 
Keepers are put into the discard pile. 
Misfires can happen if your opponent 
blocks keeper damage from their hand 
or if they get lucky and flip a matching 
blocking icon from the very top of their 
deck. This can happen any time the 
Keeper does damage. If a Keeper hits for 
2 or 3, it will only misfire if the very first 
hit is blocked.

You Are Ready To Play!
Now you know the basics of how to play the game. Go play the 
game and have fun! The next section, “Frequently Asked Questions,” 
explores some of the trickier parts of the rules. You don’t need to 
read this section to play. If you have a question, or if you want to 
become a true expert, then this section can help you out.

Frequently Asked Questions

Question: Are there any rules for building my deck? 
Answer: Yes. Your deck must be exactly 40 cards, and you cannot 
have more than 4 copies of the same card. If you bring more than 
40 cards, shuffle them and use 40 of those cards at random as 
your deck.
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ID 558
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Giant-Man
Title Pym Particles
Factor TT
Block N
Level 10
Damage 6
Team A
ArtistName Nate Hallinan & 
Brett Bean

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Nate Hallinan & Brett Bean  Nate Hallinan & Brett Bean

Pym particles cause matter to expand or 
shrink. Mr. Fuzzywinkle is enjoying “expand.”

Reveal the top card of your deck. 
If it’s  or Wasp, this card is 
attack + 3 .

Giant-Man
Pym Particles

ID 81
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Elektra & Daredevil
Title Crimson Couple
Factor PA
Block E
Level 7
Damage 4
Team 
ArtistName Jerzy Droz & Sara 
Turner

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Jerzy Droz & Sara Turner  Jerzy Droz & Sara Turner

Elektra & Daredevil
Crimson Couple

Question: Is there a limit to how many cards I can have in my hand 
or how many Keepers I can have in play?
Answer: Yes. At the end of your turn, if you have more than 8 cards 
in hand, discard until you have 8. If you have more than 6 Keepers in 
play, destroy some until you have 6.

Question: How do two-color and two-factor cards work? 
Answer: A “team-up” card is a hard-to-find, powerful card that 
has two different colors, 
two different heroes working 
together, and two different 
Factor symbols, like the Speed 
+ Animal card shown here.
 • Note: A “Speed + Animal”  
  team-up both a Speed  
  card and an Animal card.  
  An “Elektra & Daredevil”  
  team-up card counts  
  as both an Elektra card  
  and a Daredevil card.

There are also powerful “Twin-
Factor” cards that have just 
one color, one hero, and two of 
the same Factor symbol, like 
the Tech + Tech card shown 
here. Both “team-ups” and 
“Twin-Factor” cards are called 
“Multi-Factor” cards, since 
they both have two factor 
symbols and they both work in 
a similar way.
 
To stop a Multi-Factor attack, 
a player has to block both 
of its Factors, either from 
the hand or from the deck. 
Say your opponent plays a 
Speed + Animal attack with 
attack value 6. Here are some 
different ways that you could 
block both Factors:
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Option 1) Discard one card from your hand with a Speed blocking 
icon, then discard a second card from your hand with an Animal 
blocking icon. You discarded two cards total, so the attack did 2 
damage to you.

Option 2) Discard a Speed blocking icon from your hand, then hope to 
flip an Animal blocking Icon from your deck (or the other way around). 
The first card discarded from your hand counts as one point of 
damage. You will have to discard up to 5 more cards from your deck.
 • If the top card flipped from your deck is an Animal block, then  
  the attack will stop, doing 2 damage total, since you discarded 2  
  cards total.
 • If the second card flipped from your deck is an Animal block,  
  then the attack will stop, doing 3 damage total, since you   
  discarded 3 cards total.
 • If none of the 5 cards flipped from your deck is an Animal block,  
  then the attack did 6 damage total: 1 discard from your hand  
  and 5 discards from your deck. 

Option 3) You could discard nothing from your hand, and just hope 
to flip both blocking icons from your deck. If you hit both blocking 
icons in the first two flips, then the attack stops there, doing 2 
damage total. If you don’t hit both matching blocks anywhere in the 
top 6 flips, then the attack would do 6 damage total.

Question: Do I have to attack? 
Answer: No. You don’t have to play a card if you don’t want to 
attack or if you don’t have enough power.

Question: Can I play more than one attack 
in a turn? 
Answer: No, not normally. However, some 
cards have special abilities that let you play 
more attacks in the same turn.

Question: When I am discarding a card to 
block, does its level matter? 
Answer: No. Your cards’ blocking icons 
always work perfectly well, no matter what 
level your blocking cards are or what the 
current power is. You can use a level 9 card 
to block even if the power is only 1.
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Question: When is “the start of my turn”?
Answer: Keepers that say to do something “at the start of your 
turn” take effect immediately after you draw your normal card for 
the turn.

Question: What if a card breaks the game rules? 
Answer: Many cards tell you to do things that are outside 
the normal rules, such as playing additional cards on your turn, 
increasing your power, and so on. These cards do exactly what they 
say and are allowed to make changes to the rules.
 • But remember: even if a special ability lets you play another card, you 
  still have to follow the rules about power and level. So while your   
  power is 5, you can still only play a card of level 5 or less. See more on  
  this under “Specific Card Effects” below.
 
Question: If I don’t want to use my special ability, am I allowed to 
skip it?
Answer: Some cards say “you may” do something, which means you 
don’t have to do that thing if you don’t want to. However, if a card 
tells you to do something without saying “you may”, then you have to 
follow its instructions as well as you can.

Question: What if I can’t do what a card tells me to do? 
Answer: If you can’t do everything a special effect tells you to, 
follow the guideline “Do as much as you can.” 
 • For example: A card tells you to “draw two cards.” But you only have  
  one card left in your deck. So you just draw one card. 
 • For example: A card tells you to “draw three cards, then discard a  
  card.” But you have no cards left in your deck. So you draw no cards,  
  but you still have to discard a card.

 

Question: Say I am getting hit for 
6, and I flip a matching blocking icon 
on my 6th flip. Does it help me?
Answer: No. It doesn’t help you 
to flip a matching blocking icon on 
the final point of damage. Try to flip 
matching blocking icons early 
in the attack!
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Question: Is damage from a Keeper already in 
play considered an “attack?” 
Answer: No. Damage from Keepers already in 
play is not “an attack.” That means Keepers 
that say things like “Whenever you do at least 2 
damage with an X-Men attack, this Keeper hits 
for 1” don’t get triggered when you do 2 damage 
from an X-Men Keeper already in play.

Question: If I start taking damage from my 
deck, can I suddenly decide to block from my 
hand after all? 
Answer: No. Once you start taking damage 
from your deck, it’s too late to block from your 
hand. Of course, if you run out of cards in your deck, then you will 
have to take the rest of the damage from your hand.

Question: How high can the power go? 
Answer: The highest the power can go is 20. The most power a 
player can have is 20. If the power would go higher than that, it just 
stays at 20.

Question: How low can my power go? 
Answer: Your lowest your power can go is 1. Even if your opponent 
uses lots of special abilities that reduce your power and say “Your 
opponent’s power is –1”, you are still allowed to play a Level 1 attack.

Question: Can I search through players’ discard piles? 
Answer: No. Discard piles are face-up, so you can see the top 
card of each discard pile. You can see each card as it goes into the 
discard pile. But you can’t pick up a discard pile and search through 
it.

Question: Can I ask my opponent to count the number of cards 
remaining in their deck?
Answer: Yes. The number of cards remaining in any deck is 
public knowledge. 
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ID 176
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Storm
Title Whisk on the Winds
Factor E
Block P
Level 6
Damage 3
Team X
ArtistName Brett Bean

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Brett Bean  Brett Bean

Hold on. It’s going to be a bumpy ride.

2  Reveal the top card of your 
deck. If it’s a playable  card, 
play it.

Storm
Whisk on the Winds

ID 68
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Wolverine
Title Snikkity Snikt
Factor P
Block T
Level 3
Damage 3
Team X
ArtistName Kelly Goodine & 
Mike Withem

Foundation
©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS   Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem  Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem

Wolverine’s claws are strengthened with 
razor-sharp Adamantium!

2  You may play a  card.

Wolverine
Snikkity Snikt

ID 197
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Wolverine
Title The Best at What I Do
Factor A
Block E
Level 8
Damage 12
Team X
ArtistName Mark Rudolph

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Mark Rudolph  Mark Rudolph

Wolverine
The Best at What I Do

Frequently Asked Questions on 
Specific Card Effects
This section gives more information on some of the most frequently 
appearing card effects.

Question: If a special ability lets me play another card, do I have to 
follow the normal power and level rules?
Answer: Yes. If a special ability lets you play another card, you still 
need to have enough power to play the new card. 
 • For example: If your power is 7, and you play “Snikkity Snikt”, you  
  won’t be able to play “The Best at What I Do” because you don’t  
  have enough power. But you could play a level 7 Animal card.
 • For example: If your power is 7, and you play “Whisk on the   
  Winds”, revealing “The Best at 
   What I Do” on the top of your  
  deck, you won’t be able to play  
  “The Best at What I Do” because  
  you don’t have enough power.  
  But you could play a level 7  
  X-Men card that you revealed 
  on top of your deck.
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ID 14
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Thor
Title Masters of the Sky
Factor E
Block P
Level 2
Damage 2
Team A
ArtistName CJ Guzman

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  CJ Guzman  CJ Guzman

Two thunderheads are better than one.

2

Your power is +Your power is + 2 for Storm 
and Thor cards.

Thor
Masters of the Sky

ID 107
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Wolverine
Title Fast Healing
Factor A
Block P
Level 4
Damage 3
Team X
ArtistName Cory Godbey

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Cory Godbey  Cory Godbey

Wolverine’s costume doesn’t heal as 
fast as he does.

3  Heal 2.

Wolverine
Fast Healing

ID 44
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Captain America
Title Hurl the Shield
Factor P
Block S
Level 4
Damage 4
Team A
ArtistName Cory Godbey

Foundation
©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS   Cory Godbey  Cory Godbey

Green Goblin’s gonna see stars... and 
stripes.

2  Destroy an opponent’s 
Keeper of level 

 Destroy an opponent’s 
4  or less.

Captain America
Hurl the Shield

Question: What if a card says “Destroy 
a Keeper”?
Answer: “Destroy a Keeper” means take a 
Keeper that is already in play and put it into 
the discard pile.

Question: What if a card says “Heal”?
Answer: To “Heal 2”, take the bottom 2 
cards from your discard pile, rearrange them 
face-down so neither player knows what order 
they are in, and put them on the bottom of 
your deck.

Question: What if a card says “Your power is 
+ 2  for Storm and Thor cards”?
Answer: These cards boost your power 
for specific kinds of cards, so you can play 
higher-level cards than normal. With this card in 
particular, if the game’s power is 3, you can play 
a Storm or Thor card of level 5 or less, or you 
can play another hero’s card of level 3 or less.
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ID 138
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Black Panther
Title Soul of Wakanda
Factor S
Block N
Level 1
Damage 2
Team A
ArtistName Kelly Goodine & 
Mike Withem

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem  Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem

Wakanda: the African paradise of Storm 
and Black Panther.

2

Your Black Panther and Storm 
cards are attack + 1 .

Black Panther
Soul of Wakanda

ID 69
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Wolverine
Title Samurai Slash
Factor A
Block N
Level 5
Damage 4
Team X
ArtistName Kelly Goodine & 
Mike Withem

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem  Kelly Goodine & Mike Withem

That’s not covered under the Sentinel’s 
warranty.

2  You may play a  or  
card at attack + 1 .

Wolverine
Samurai Slash

ID 5
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Spider-Man
Title Spider-Strikes
Factor P
Block S
Level 1
Damage 2
Team P
ArtistName Kai Lim

Foundation
©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS   Kai Lim  Kai Lim

Spider-Man’s so fast, it looks like he’s 
got eight arms.

Spider-Man
Spider-Strikes

2  Reveal the top card of your 
deck. If it’s level 

 Reveal the top card of your 
1 , play it.

 
Question: A card tells me to reveal a card 
from somewhere. What do I do after I finish 
revealing it? 
Answer: Sometimes a special ability tells you 
to play the card, which will put the card in your 
discard pile after you finish the attack. Other 
times, the ability tells you where to put the 
card you revealed. If it doesn’t, just put the 
revealed card back where it came from.
 
 

 

 
Question: What if a card says “You may play 
a Speed or Elemental card at attack + 1 ”? 
Answer: After your attack with this card is 
done, if you did at least 2 damage, you may 
choose a (yellow) Speed or (blue) Elemental 
card from your hand and play it. If this extra 
card you play has a printed attack value 4, 
then the attack bonus makes it count as 
attack value 5. So the bonus attack could do 
up to 5 damage.
 • Remember: if the power is 7, the new card  
  you play still has to be level 7 or less.

Question: What if a card says “Your Black 
Panther and Storm cards are attack + 1 ”?
Answer: If you have this Keeper, and you 
play a Storm attack with attack value 2, it will 
instead count as having attack value 3, so it 
could do up to 3 damage.
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ID 440
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Spider-Woman
Title Spider-Shock
Factor E
Block S
Level 4
Damage 3
Team P
ArtistName Jennyson Rosero

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Jennyson Rosero  Jennyson Rosero

“Darn it, Spider-Woman, why can’t you just 
sling a web like Spider-Man?” 
—Dr. Octopus

Your opponent’s power is - 3 . 
At the end of your opponent’s turn, 
destroy this Keeper.

Spider-Woman
Spider-Shock

2

ID 253
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Jean Grey
Title Stop Hitting Yourself!
Factor N
Block E
Level 9
Damage 7
Team X
ArtistName Mark Rudolph

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Mark Rudolph  Mark Rudolph

“You don’t need to beat yourself up 
about it.”  
—Jean Grey

2  Each of your opponent’s 
Keepers hits your opponent 
for 2 .

Jean Grey
Stop Hitting Yourself!

ID 122
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Storm
Title Panther in the Mist
Factor E
Block T
Level 4
Damage 4
Team X
ArtistName Silvio Aebescher

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Silvio Aebescher  Silvio Aebescher

The fog has claws.

This attack is unblockable if you 
reveal a Black Panther card from 
your hand.

Storm
Panther in the MistQuestion: What if a card says “This attack 

is unblockable”? 
Answer: This means that blocking icons can’t 
stop this attack, whether the blocking icons 
are discarded from the deck or the hand. The 
damage has to come from the deck unless 
there are no more cards remaining in the deck. 
If no cards remain, the player has to discard 
cards from their hand.
 
 

Question: What if a card says “Each of 
your opponent’s Keepers hits your opponent 
for 2 ”? 
Answer: This means that each of your 
opponent’s Keepers does 2 damage to your 
opponent. If one of these Keepers hits a 
matching blocking icon on the very first point 
of damage, that Keeper will misfire as normal 
and be destroyed.
 • Remember: when your opponent has to 
  hit themselves with their own keepers,  
  sometimes their own deck makes their  
  keepers misfire!

Question: What if a card says “Your 
opponent’s power is -

 What if a card says “Your 
3 . At the end of your 

opponent’s turn, destroy the Keeper”? 
Answer: This ability lowers your opponent’s 
power by 3 for a turn. 
 • For example: If the game’s power is 7  
  during your opponent’s next turn, then  
  your opponent has to act as if the power  
  is only 4.
 • Remember: A player’s power can never  
  go lower than 1. No matter how many  
  special abilities try to reduce a 
  player’s power, that player can still play a  
  Level 1 attack.
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ID 63
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Iron Man
Title Nucleons Going Critical!
Factor T
Block P
Level 2
Damage 3
Team A
ArtistName Kelly Goodine & 
Matt Hall
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  Kelly Goodine & Matt Hall  Kelly Goodine & Matt Hall

“Hey Falcon, come check this out!”

2

At the start of your turn, if you 
have at least three Keepers in play, 
this Keeper hits for 1 .

Iron Man
Nucleons Going Critical!

ID 549
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Colossus
Title Real Metalhead
Factor S
Block A
Level 8
Damage 7
Team X
ArtistName Nate Hallinan

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Nate Hallinan  Nate Hallinan

CLAAAAAANNNNNG!

Your opponent’s cards are 
attack - 5 . 
At the end of your opponent’s turn, 
destroy this Keeper.

Colossus
Real Metalhead

2

Question: What if a card says “ Your 
opponent’s cards are attack - 5  . At the end 
of your opponent’s turn, Destroy the Keeper”? 
Answer: This means that if your opponent 
plays a card with attack value 8 next turn, it 
will only count as having attack value 3. 
 • For example: If your opponent plays a 
  card with attack value 2 next turn, it will  
  count as having attack value 0, so it won’t  
  do any damage, won’t cause any cards to  
  be discarded, and won’t get any 
  “ 2  [Do something]” effects.

 
 

Question: What if a card says “At the start 
of your turn, if you have at least three keepers 
in play, this Keeper hits for 1 ?
Answer: After your draw phase, if you have 
three Keepers in play, this card hits you 
opponent for one point of damage. Remember 
that Keepers resolve in order from oldest to 
newest. If something happens to a Keeper 
that needs to resolve before this Keeper, and 
that resolution causes the Keeper to go into 
your discard pile, and you no longer have three 
Keepers in play, this card no longer hits for 
any damage.
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Special Effects and Timing
When lots of special effects want to happen at the same time, the 
timing can be tricky. You can usually ignore the timing rules unless 
something complicated comes up. If you want to be a timing expert, 
this section can help you out!

Question: What if several cards want to have effects at the 
same time?
Answer: Sometimes there are several cards that are all supposed 
to have their effects at the same time, like at the start of your 
turn. Because the order might matter, arrange your Keepers in the 
order they came into play, from oldest to newest. First do all of 
your opponent’s effects that are supposed to happen, from oldest 
to newest. Then do all of your effects, from oldest to newest. If you 
are currently playing a card with “ 2  [Do something]” effect, that 
counts as your newest effect of all, so it goes last of all.
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ID 265
Set 1
Rarity U
Hero Scarlet Witch
Title Reality Shift
Factor N
Block P
Level 5
Damage 4
Team A
ArtistName Jennyson Rosero

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Jennyson Rosero  Jennyson Rosero

The Avengers really like their chances 
when Scarlet Witch is around.

2

Whenever you do at least 2 
damage with an  attack, flip a 
coin. If it’s heads, heal 1 and this 
Keeper hits for 1 .

Scarlet Witch
Reality Shift

ID 33
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Iron Man
Title Go Team!
Factor N
Block T
Level 7
Damage 4
Team A
ArtistName Don Flores

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Don Flores  Don Flores

“Give me an A!...”

2  Heal 1 for each Keeper you 
have in play.

Iron Man
Go Team!ID 275

Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Falcon
Title Avengers Assemble!
Factor P
Block A
Level 2
Damage 3
Team A
ArtistName Jennyson Rosero

Foundation
©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS   Jennyson Rosero  Jennyson Rosero

It sure beats “Defenders Disassemble!”

2

Whenever you do at least 2 
damage with an  attack, 
this Keeper hits for 1 .

Falcon
Avengers Assemble! ID 412

Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Hulk
Title You Wouldn’t Like Me...
Factor A
Block N
Level 1
Damage 2
Team 
ArtistName John Shroades

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  John Shroades  John Shroades

“Hulk no like checkmate!”

2

When you take at least 4 damage 
from an attack, this Keeper hits 
for 2  and is destroyed.

Hulk
You Wouldn't Like Me...

Example of Extra Tricky Timing
Here is an especially tricky example, to show how the timing 
rules work in tricky situations. Most game situations are not as 
complicated as this one.
 • Let’s say you have a “Scarlet Witch: Reality Shift” Keeper in play  
 from a long time ago, and you have a “Falcon: Avengers Assemble!”  
 Keeper that you put into play more recently. Your opponent has a  
 “Hulk: You Wouldn’t Like Me…” Keeper in play.
 • Now you play a new attack, “Iron Man: Go Team”. First you handle  
  all of the “Iron Man: Go Team!” attack damage. You don’t interrupt  
  the attack damage to handle other Keepers’ effects. Say you don’t  
  hit any blocks, and you do all 5 damage with your attack. 
 • Now that the attack damage is done, it’s time to handle “triggered  
  abilities,” which are abilities that get triggered by a certain thing  
  happening. All three Keepers and your attack card all have   
  triggered abilities that want to occur at the same time. So you  
  start by handling your opponent’s effects,  
  from oldest to newest. 
 • Your opponent just has one effect,  
  “You Wouldn’t Like Me”, so you handle that  
  effect, and that Keeper hits you for 2 and  
  is destroyed.
 • Then you handle your own effects, from 
  oldest to newest. Your Scarlet Witch  
  Keeper has been in play the longest, so it 
  is your “oldest” special effect and you  
  handle that one now. Then you handle your  
  Falcon Keeper’s effect.
 • Finally, you handle the triggered ability 
  of your main attack, Go Team!, and draw 
  a card. 
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ID 224
Set 1
Rarity R
Hero Hulk
Title Flailing Wildly
Factor A
Block P
Level 4
Damage 3
Team 
ArtistName Tiffany Tang

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Tiffany Tang  Tiffany Tang

Hulk and Psylocke have very different ideas 
of what makes a fun party.

2

Whenever another Keeper is 
destroyed, heal 1.

Hulk
Flailing Wildly ID 251

Set 1
Rarity S
Hero Iron Man
Title Spring Cleaning
Factor E
Block T
Level 10
Damage 6
Team A
ArtistName Adam Gillespie

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Adam Gillespie  Adam Gillespie

It’s a hot time in Villainville tonight.

2  Destroy all of your 
opponent’s Keepers.

Iron Man
Spring Cleaning

Question: What if a Keeper disappears before it finishes doing all of 
its effects? 
Answer: If a Keeper misfires, it is destroyed immediately, faster than 
anything else happening, and the Keeper doesn’t do the rest of its 
effects. If a Keeper is supposed to have an effect, but the Keeper isn’t 
in play anymore, then you skip that Keeper’s effect.
 • For example: Say you have the Keeper ‘Hulk: Flailing Wildly’ in play.  
  Then you play the attack ‘Iron Man: Spring Cleaning” and you  
  destroy both of your opponent’s Keepers with it. 
 • Now your Flailing Wildly Keeper is supposed to have its effect  
  twice in a row, since two other Keepers were destroyed. 
 • But if your Flailing Wildly Keeper misfires and is destroyed during  
  its first effect, then you will skip its second effect, since Flailing  
  Wildly will not be in play anymore when it is time to do its 
  second effect.

    

Question: What if a Keeper wants to have an effect during another 
Keeper’s effect? 
Answer: Once you start handling an effect, finish that effect 
completely before moving onto a new one. The only thing that can 
interrupt an effect in progress is a misfire, since misfires always 
happen immediately, faster than anything else.
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ID 5
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Spider-Man
Title Spider-Strikes
Factor P
Block S
Level 1
Damage 2
Team P
ArtistName Kai Lim

Foundation
©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS   Kai Lim  Kai Lim

Spider-Man’s so fast, it looks like he’s 
got eight arms.

Spider-Man
Spider-Strikes

2  Reveal the top card of your 
deck. If it’s level 

 Reveal the top card of your 
1 , play it.

ID 105
Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Spider-Man
Title Yoink!
Factor T
Block A
Level 1
Damage 2
Team P
ArtistName Buddy “Plue” Jiang

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Buddy “Plue” Jiang  Buddy “Plue” Jiang

“Wanna see Hulk bite his fingers?” 
—Spider-Man

2  If the top card of your 
discard pile is level 

 If the top card of your 
1 , play it.

Spider-Man
Yoink! ID 48

Set 1
Rarity C
Hero Spider-Man
Title Spider-Swing
Factor S
Block A
Level 1
Damage 3
Team P
ArtistName Rob Ruffalo

©2012 UDC, INC. TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. © 2012 TAS
Foundation

  Rob Ruffalo  Rob Ruffalo

Spider-Man
Spider-Swing

Question: What order do I place cards into the discard pile?
Answer: Let’s take the following example:
 • You play the Yoink! card. It does full damage and results in the  
  top card of your discard pile (Spider-Strikes) to be played.   
  Spider-Strikes does full damage and results in the top card of  
  your draw pile (Spider Swing) to be played. This card also does  
  full damage.
 • The cards are placed in the graveyard in the order that they were 
  fully resolved. In this case, Spider Swing would go into the   
  discard pile first as it was the first card to fully resolve. Spider  
  Strikes is still an extension of the initial Yoink! Card attack.  
  Second into the discard pile would be Spider-Strikes followed 
  by Yoink!
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You Need:
Two decks of the same size, up to 40 cards each. A coin. A way to track a shared 
“Power” from 1-20.  
Starting the Game:
Set the Power to 1. Shuffle each deck. Flip a coin to see who goes first. Each player 
draws 4 cards.
On Your Turn:
• Flip a coin (unless you go first). Heads, the Power goes up by 1.
• Draw 1 card (if you have any left).
• You can’t play a card whose Level is higher than the current Power.
• Every card you play from your hand is an attack. Your opponent must discard            
 cards to absorb the damage - one at a time from his hand and/or deck.
• If your opponent ever discards a Blocking Icon that matches the attack’s Factor,  
 the attack is blocked and the damage stops there Blocks can happen from the   
 hand or the deck!
Special Effects:
If a special effect has a number in front of it (like:              Draw a card.), then the 
attack must deal at least that much damage to get that effect. 
Keepers:
These are cards that stay in play. If a Keeper deals damage, and the very first 
point of damage is blocked, it’s a Misfire, and the Keeper is destroyed.
Winning:
When your opponent has no cards left in their deck, hand and play zone, you win!
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